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1� lntroduction:

This classification report defines the classification assigned to the element Single leaf hinged
steel security door EX3 in accordance with the procedures given in SIST EN 13501-2:2003.

2. Information above the product:

2.1 General:

The element single leaf hinged steel security door prevent spread of fire from room of origin
considering resistance to fire performance characteristics stated in clause 5 of SIST EN
13501-2:2008.

2.2 Product description:
Door size: Width of the clear opening: 877 mm

Height of the clear opening: 2100 mm

Door leaf:
Door leaf is made of two 1.2 mm thick steel panels. Inside the leaf a 50 mm thick rock wool
(Tervol DP-12) of density 120 kelîf is placed. From both sides the leafis covered with 6 mm
thick MDF panels.

Door frame:
The sub frame is constructed from welded profiles made of 1.9 mm thick steel with four
brackets on each jamb. They are used for fixation of the door frame. The sub frame is fixed
into the wall with four screws on every sub frame jamb. The cavities between the wall and the
sub frame are sealed with polyurethane foam and mortar. The cavity between the sub frame
and the frame is filled with rock wool of densitv l20ke/m3.

Hardware:

Seals:

- lock:
- hinges:

- intumescent:

Cylinder lock ESETY mod. CC10328-CC5020A001,
three galvanized steel hinges screwed to the leaf and frame.

DS Dictator with dimensions 10 x 2 are placed on the leaf side
edges. On the leaf top edge the seal (Kema) with the
dimensions 48 x 2 is olaced.

- automatic drop: In the leafbottom edge automatic drop seal is placed,
- PVC gasket: Kema PVC gasket is placed in the frame and leaf rebates.

The element single leaf hinged steel security door is fully described in the test report
provided in support of classification detailed in clause 5.

3. Test repoÉs and test results in suppoÉ of classification

3.1 Test repoÉs:

Laboratory Name of sponsor Test reports No. Test

ZAG Ljubljana MASTER s.r.l. P 0935/06-530-3srsrEl./4934-1 | "3
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ZAG Ljubljana MASTER s.r.l. P t227t07-520-1 SIST 19ki [':rr''E
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3.2 Test results:

Test method Parameter Results

SIST EN

t634-l

Integrity @)*:
- cracks or openings in excess of given dimensions
- ignition of cotton pad
- sustained flaming on the unexposed side

>30 minutes
>30 minutes
>30 minutes

Insulation (I1)
- mean temperature rise >140 oC
- max. tempeîature rise >180 oC
- door frame - max. temDetature rise > 180 oC

>30 minutes
26 minutes

>30 minutes
Insulation (I2)
- mean temperature rise >140 oC
- max. temperahre rise >180 oC
- door frame - max. temperaturc rise > 360 oC

30 minute s
30 minutes
30 minutes

Radiation
- time to exceed 15kWm2

SIST EN
r634-3

Su - leakage at ambient temperature - pressure 25 Pa
(<3 m3/mh) 0.65 m3/mh

4. Classification and field of application:

4.1 Reference of classification:

This classification has been carried out in accordance with clause 7.5.5 ofEN 13501-2:2003.

4.2 Classification:

The element Single leaf hinged steel door is classified according to the following
combinations ofperformance parameters and classes as appropriate. No other classification is
allowed.

E '15 20 30

Elr I E 20
Elz 1 5 20 30
EW 1 5 20 30

4.3 Field of application:
This classification is valid for with the following product variations:

4.3.1 Doorconstruction:
- door construction (leaf and frame) must be the same as the tested one

no. P 0935/06-530-3,
- this classification is valid for single leafdoors,
- the thickness of the steel may be increased by up to 25%;
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- the density decrease of the isolation material is not allowed, however the increase of the

density is allowed,
- installation ofthe peep-hole in the leaf is allowed,
- smoke leakage classification Sa is valid only with the installation of the automatic drop

seal,
- smoke leakage classification Sa is valid only with the installation of the automatic drop

seal,
- doors can be constructed with or without the doorstep,
- the fire resistance of the door is only applicable to a door mounted in a rigid wall with a

equal to or greater fire resistance.

4.3.2 Decorative finishes:
- decorative laminates and timber veneerc up to 1.5 mm thickness may be added to the faces

(but not to the edges) ofhinged doors;
- the door altemative paints are acceptable and may be added to the door leaf and frame

products ifthe paint finish is not expected to contribute to the fire resistance of the door;

4.3.3 Frames:
- the number of fixings used to attach the fire resisting doors to supporting construction

may be increased but shall not be decreased and the distance between fixings may be
reduced but shall not be increased;

4.3.4 Hardware:
- changes in hardware are permitted provided the altemative hardware has been

demonstrated in another doorset of similar configuration;
- the number of any movement restrictors such as locks, latches and hinges may be

increased but shall not be decreased;
- for smaller door sizes the relative positioning of movement testrictors ( hinges, latches,

etc) shall remain the same as tested or any change to the distance between them will be
limited to the same percentage reduction as the decrease of specimen size.

4.3.5 Size variations:
- size reduction is permitted to 50 % width and 75 % height of the tested specimen;
- size increase is not permitted.

5. Limitations:

This classification document does not represent t,?e approval or certification of the product.

Expiration of this classification report depends on validity oftest reports and report of
extended application of results from fre resistance tests or up to 5 years maximum. Notified
body may extend the validity of this report.

This report is valid until 11.11.2013.
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